


32 teams this year!
20 Passed 
Stage 1!
14 Passed 
Stage 2!
7 Passed 
Stage 3!

No one figured out 
the codeword
relationship!

Stage Prizes:
1: Penn college
2: Fuzzyhashers
3: White Sieve
4: Lurker

As of 1330



Stage One: AVVLAUSZ
Anti-copy pattern on ad slips

Overtly, just a 
description of the 
contest

Code word was 
embedded using a 
Ricoh/Lanier color 
laser printer

Uncovered using 
photocopies or editing 
software



Used online tool to modify 
the map used as 
background for the 
contest website

Reload as a script and 
dialog appears.

Stage Two: SGOLNSEE
Embedded Javascript in GIF

“PBR + Actual Laptop 
+ GIF Magic Numbers 

+ Shittly looking 
Javascript = 

SGOLNSEE”

- FDG



Throwback to 1.44MB 
floppy diskette

Can’t just copy the 
overt files (an LoZ ROM)

Disk has deleted PNG 
of LoZ screenshot

Code hidden as bytes 
at 0x373376

Stage Three: EKNVELUP
MF2HD upgrade “Game cartridge” 
with hidden files



Hosted RetroPie v3.3.1 with 
ROM with modified maps in 
Southeastern corner and 
clue to the next stage

Encoded using rock & cacti 
pattern using LoZ hex for 
alphabet, doubled up

Stage Four: GEETIUYE
Game console hosting altered LoZ

0
0

0
1

1
0

1
1



Adaptive “FF” stuffing in ISO 
header, spread over series of 
packets

Used VLC to create stream, 
then scapy to alter it

Thanks ZEDD for LoZ music

“Good job. Did you figure out 
how the codewords are 
’NETDCCOEN’?

Stage Five: TZOLESEL
RTP stream with mod’d MPEG audio



GameGenie codes…
What was the theme?



Codewords are anagrammed!
1: AVVLAUSZ
2: SGOLNSEE
3: EKNVELUP
4: GEETIUYE
5: TZOLESEL

A real GameGenie code 
for Legend of Zelda

Made-up codes using 
GameGenie-valid letters
(so you can’t just guess them!)

stegogeekseventuallysolveanelusivepuzzle

Stego geeks eventually 
solve an elusive puzzle



Very Special Thanks

for their generous sponsorship, 
covering our expenses, materials, 

shirts and prize!



Special Thanks
Nintendo, for not suing our pants off 
ROMHacking.net, for a great collection of NES tools
Marco Ramilli, for an off-the-shelf Javascript steg tool
RetroPie, for making the console easy to set up
Python, for answering our con’ scripting prayers
UberShirts, for another great last minute turnaround
Not Just Signs, for sweet sign-printing magic
Our Wives, for tolerating our annual hiatus
Bruce & Heidi, for tolerating our endless shenanigans



shmooganography@gmail.com

Presentation will be available on 
the contest website soon.

Shirt orders due by 15 February. 
$25/each.  Email us.


